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He’s still been able to implement some passive cooling techniques in projects, including a house he’s now having built for himself. By focusing on keeping the building envelope tight, adding high ...
How an ancient design technique could help us survive extreme heat, no AC needed
Statistical methods designed for cosmology reveal tomb distribution in Sudan over millennia governed by environment and social factors. Sudanese Islamic burial sites are distributed according to large ...
Archaeologists Discover That Ancient Islamic Tombs Cluster Like Galaxies
"You're building something that's really affordable but at the same time there are no carbon emissions," Lari told Dezeen. "There are lots of ancient wisdoms and techniques that have been used ...
Using "ancient wisdoms and techniques" can lead to carbon-neutral buildings says Yasmeen Lari
A special exhibition on Asian civilizations kicked off on July 8 at Hunan Museum in Changsha, central China's Hunan province, showcasing some 220 pieces (sets) of cultural relics from 10 Asian ...
Exhibition shows the charm of Asian cultures
From the importance of sustainability to the value of community healing frameworks, these lessons from Indigenous cultures can help guide people worldwide. Native spiritual beliefs typically include ...
5 Poignant Lessons From Wisdom Keepers
Prashan Agarwal, ex-chief executive officer, Gaana, and co-founder of online real estate marketplace, PropTiger, has teamed up with Aniket Lila, ex-Nexus Venture Partners, to launch OMI, an online ...
Ex-Gaana CEO And PropTiger Co-founder Prashan Agarwal Launches Spiritual Wellness Platform OMI
By James Laffey Its distinctive call was once the sound of summer, echoing across bogs and meadowland during an era when farming was less intensive and birds enjoyed the freedom of the ...
Ancient call of the curlew still echoes in Mayo
AIRE Ancient Baths London, located off the Strand. It’s a new approach for the city’s urban spa world and a totally different concept from anything else you might have experienced before.
The New AIRE Ancient Baths London Will Transport You To Your Own Piece Of ‘Neverland’
Sudanese Islamic burial sites are distributed according to large-scale environmental factors and small-scale social factors, creating a galaxy-like distribution pattern, according to a study published ...
Statistical methods designed for cosmology reveal tomb distribution in Sudan
Fergana region is one of the most picturesque and rich places in Uzbekistan. It is located in the Fergana Valley in the middle of the Pamir-Alai and Tien Shan Mountain systems. The Fergana Valley is ...
Ancient and Unique Uzbekistan: The Fergana Region
Thousands of medieval Islamic tombs in eastern Sudan were arranged in hard-to-detect patterns, with sacred "parent" tombs hosting subclusters of emanating burials, according to archaeologists who stud ...
Thousands of Ancient Islamic Tombs Found Mysteriously Arranged in 'Galactic' Patterns
University of Utah paleontologists David Peterman and Kathleen Ritterbush know that it's one thing to use math and physics to understand how ancient marine creatures moved through the water. It's ...
3D printed replicas reveal swimming capabilities of ancient cephalopods
The discovery of a 3,000-year-old civilization at Sanxingdui raised profound questions about China’s ancient past. Now, researchers believe they’re finally close to finding some answers.
The Mysterious Ancient City That’s Rewriting Chinese History
Old World is a much-needed new player in the field of historical 4X games —too long has Sid Meier’s name hung over every meaningful entry in the genre like the eternal ghost of a despotic emperor.
Seal your place in history with this Old World beginners guide
Austrian pioneer in rammed earth building techniques, is the dominant design element. In the context of sustainable building, this ancient building material, deeply rooted in the tradition of the ...
The Dirt on a Restaurant Bar Built of Rammed Earth
From eating dirt as a child to discovering the mycorrhizal network below the forest floor, Simard has spent her entire career trying to find answers about how forests work; now, armed with those ...
Finding the Mother Tree: ecologist Suzanne Simard offers solutions to B.C.’s forest woes
Two methods first emerged that served various civilizations around the globe centuries later. The abacus first appeared about 5,000 years ago in Sumeria and was eventually used by several ancient ...
Ancient Accounting Systems
Photographer Reza Akram spent seven years documenting angampora, an indigenious fighting style banned by British colonizers.
Capturing Sri Lanka’s Ancient, Almost Lost Martial Art
Nature, Power, and Maya Royals, an exhibition of 34 artworks and objects discovered by UTSA researchers in two royal Maya burials at the ancient city of Buenavista del Cayo, Belize, is now on view at ...
UTSA and SAMA present first public exhibition of discovered Maya artworks
Building owner Loyd Ogle ... More:Lend us an ear because we've got some news: It's Iowa sweet corn season Those techniques are anything but ancient. Dobré's kitchen has a tiny footprint, with no grill ...
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